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ABSTRACT
• As the incidence of skin cancer rises

worldwide, the demand for computer-
aided diagnosis of skin disease increases.

• Advances in imaging technology and im-
age processing, have expanded the reper-
toire of diagnosis via image analysis; a
task similar to visual recognition from
static images in computer vision.

• The latter has significantly improved
lately. We take inspiration from this
progress and aim to transfer domain ex-
perience for further improving computer-
ized image analysis of skin lesions.

EARLY DETECTION OF MELANOMA
• Early detection of malignant melanoma is crucial as it would drastically change the patient’s

prognosis for greater survival. Unfortunately, clinical diagnosis is difficult, even for experi-
enced dermatologists (mainly due to subjectivity of visual interpretation, and especially for
clinically equivocal pigmented lesions).

PRE-PROCESSING

• Dealing with shading and specularity in dermatological images.
SEGMENTATION

• A novel greyscale conversion.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

• Low-level – A bio-inspired colour representation for dermoscopy images
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3: ψk(x, y) ≡ log ck(x, y) = −ρm(x, y)(mk−mp)−ρh(x, y)(hk−hp)+wk−(ek−ep)(1/T ).
4: φ = UTψ where U is any 3× 2 transformation matrix onto 2-D plane ⊥ (1, 1, 1).
5: Run ICA on the 2-D plane (φ− φ̄) to find independent components.

• High-level Semantics – Detection of Blue-white Veil pattern

CLASSIFICATION

• Joint Modelling of Diagnosis and
its Clinical Signs (Latent SVM)
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